This Week’s Picks

We’ve profiled the best new shows coming to WRIA Passport this week just for you. Take a look and let us know, it’s our way of saying thanks for being a member!

Icon: Music Through the Lens

Featuring insight and the sheer talent of interviews with the world’s best-known music photographers, Masonic, guitar virtuoso and music composer, Icon: Music Through the Lens is an eye-opening, expert ride through the amazing world of music photography.

Us

Douglass, his wife and teenage son take a European summer vacation together. Could they go wrong? Tom Hollander, Stasie Rees, and Tom Taylor star in an adaptation of David Nicholls’ internationally bestselling novel about a family giving their relationship one last shot.

How She Rolls: A Recipe for Success

Camille creates recipes for her noodle cookbook, which is due to be published in the fall. Each week, she meets with Chef Stephanie at the Rosy’s Kitchen to discuss the dishes, techniques, and collaborations that inspire her. She finds time to mentor a woman just entering the food blogging world.

Richard M. Sherman: Songs of a Lifetime

Richard Sherman himself celebrates the legendary composer, who along with songwriting partner Robert B. Sherman, wrote some of the most beloved Disney soundtracks of all time. Featuring performances and songs from Mary Poppins, Jungle Book, Winnie the Pooh, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, and many more.

Some Kind of Spark

Follow four city kids from Pennsylvania as they embark on a life-changing program. A Saturday morning program for all ages, Some Kind of Spark helps find its young participants inside the classroom and at home. offered by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission.

Do You Love WRIA Passport? Join the Club!

We'd love to know what you're binge-watching on WRIA Passport! Have you discovered an old episode of NOVA that you just KNOW to tell everyone about? Do you know what other people thought about the end of Game of Thrones? Could you use a good recommendation for this weekend?

We're launching a new Facebook group for everyone to talk about what they're watching on WRIA Passport! We welcome you to join, and get chatting!

Join the Group